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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is a regional bicycle and pedestrian plan for the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional
Commission prepared under contract with the Georgia Department of Transportation. The Heart
of Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission is comprised of a 17 county region, spanning the
upper and lower coastal plain in central and southeast Georgia. The heavily forested Region
encompasses approximately 6,904 square miles with a 2010 Census population of over 303,000.
The Region is primarily included in the Altamaha River Basin of Georgia which is steeped in
much natural beauty, biological import, and long history. Counties included are Appling,
Bleckley, Candler, Dodge, Emanuel, Evans, Jeff Davis, Johnson, Laurens, Montgomery,
Tattnall, Telfair, Toombs, Treutlen, Wayne, Wheeler, and Wilcox. The Region contains no
metropolitan statistical areas, but does include the micropolitan statistical areas of Dublin
(Laurens and Johnson counties), Jesup (Wayne County), and Vidalia (Toombs and Montgomery
counties). State Bike Route 40 is the sole state bike route located in the region, traversing from
Columbus to Savannah. A segment of Adventure Cycling Association of America’s Atlantic
Coast Route is also located on the eastern portion of the Region.
Bicycle usage data is limited for the Region, but available indirect evidence, such as the
number of bicycle and pedestrian events, indicates an upward trend of activity within the Region.
The regional bike/pedestrian plan builds on the previous regional bike/pedestrian plan developed
in 2005, and examines existing conditions and needs, and provides recommendations for future
improvements, including new and revised route recommendations and other efforts to boost
education, safety and usage. Needs identified for the Region include greater infrastructure,
particularly paved shoulders with permitting rumble strips, connectivity of bicycle routes, and to
interconnect Region facilities to other state bike routes. Coordination among local economic
development and tourism entities for the promotion of current and future facilities and events is
encouraged. Bicycling is seen as having potential economic development/tourism benefits for the
Region. The Region’s vast natural and historical resources could be promoted as a touring
destination for beginning and intermediate cyclists. With low traffic counts, open spaces,
excellent state and local parks, river access, pastoral scenery, historic sites, the Heart of Georgia
Altamaha Region is primed for tremendous growth of bicycling and pedestrian tourism.
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The regional bike/pedestrian plan was developed by Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional
Commission planners through a public process, including a regional Planning Advisory
Committee consisting of local government, chamber of commerce, recreation, and tourism
officials. Local bicycling interests were well represented on the committee.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan is a regional plan for
improvements in bicycling and pedestrian activities and facilities within the 17-county Heart of
Georgia Altamaha Region. This plan aims to revisit and evaluate the progress made in the
Region since the previous 2005 regional bike/pedestrian plan. It was prepared by the Heart of
Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission under contract with the Georgia Department of
Transportation. The plan is an analysis of existing conditions and needs and a regional
improvement guide of recommendations, goals, objectives, performance measures, and an
implementation strategy. All local governments within the region and surrounding areas, and
state transportation planning officials, should view this document as a guide to growing
bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure and economic development/tourism coordination.

Background
The Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region has become a popular place for relocation from
all parts of the United States as the economy has improved. With a sub-tropical climate, close
proximity to expanding deep water ports in Savannah, Brunswick, and Jacksonville, and
relatively low cost of living, the Region was only one of four regional commissions in the state
not to have a single county lose population from 2000 to 2010. Since 1990, the Heart of Georgia
Altamaha Region has increased in total population by one-fourth (25.5 percent), adding over
60,000 new residents. The Region is projected to add another 110,000 residents by 2040, which
would be a rate of growth just slightly more than one-third (36.3 percent).
With a 2010 U.S. Census population of 16,201, the City of Dublin is the Region’s largest
city. While no metropolitan area exists in the region, the cities of Macon and/or Savannah are
within an hour’s drive from a majority of the Region counties. The Heart of Georgia Altamaha
Region is located in Georgia’s large Coastal Plain. It is a significant portion of Georgia’s
traditional wiregrass region of South Georgia, a landscape still dominated by verdant yellow pine
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forests and many black water streams and rivers which have remained relatively undeveloped
natural paradises. Much of Georgia’s European interior settlement and exploration can be traced
to the Region’s three main rivers, the Altamaha, the Ocmulgee, and the Oconee. The Altamaha
River has been designated by The Nature Conservancy as one of the last 75 great places on earth.
The terrain and topography is generally flat to rolling, although elevations range from
approximately 45 to 500 feet. Region counties enjoy an average temperature of around 66
degrees, and a growing season ranging from 239 to 260 days. On a yearly average, the Region
has 220 days of sunshine. The first freeze averages about mid-November and the last occurring
around mid-March. With a unique and impressive history, picturesque landscapes, flat
topography, and an excellent climate, the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region is conducive to and
attractive for bicycling and pedestrian activities of all experience levels.

The Importance of Bicycling and Pedestrian Activities and Infrastructure
Transportation modes for people have historically been driven by the need to move a
person or cargo quicker and easier. For an overwhelming majority of history, people relied on
horses and wagons for transportation. Early settlers in the United States utilized the Native
American paths and trails for their primitive “roadways.” Although the first recognized bicycle
was invented in 1817 by German civil servant Baron Karl von Drais, the bicycle was not a
practical mode of transportation outside of a city. Eventually in the early 1900s automobiles
became more popular and increasingly affordable to the common person. Early car owners faced
tremendous difficulty when traveling the early roads which were often times slightly improved
wagon trails. Once highway funding increased and roads became developed, bicyclists began to
utilize the improved asphalt surface for longer distance bike rides for various reasons.
Today the automobile remains the preferred mode of transportation, particularly in rural,
less population dense areas. Regional census statistics from 2010 report the percentage of people
who bike and walk to work is roughly equal to the Georgia rate of commuting by bicycle and
walking. Nationally the average rate of commuting using a bicycle or walking increased from the
2000 census when compared to the 2010 United States Census data. Research for this plan
indicates biking events are another popular use of bicycles in this region.
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A 2012 National Survey of Pedestrian and Bicyclist Attitudes and Behaviors sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) assessed the extent to which respondents engaged in bicycling and walking outdoors;
demographic descriptions of bicyclists and pedestrians; attitudes and perceptions about bicycling
and pedestrian activity; path and lane availability; and changes in bicycling and pedestrian
behavior and attitudes since 2002. This survey was a follow up project from a previous NHTSA
sponsored survey in 2002. The survey reported approximately 24.1 percent of the driving age
public (16 years of age or older) rode a bicycle at least once a month during the summer months.
Half (50.9%) of the respondents of the same age group reported using a bicycle at least once a
week. 53 percent of those surveyed aged 65 or older reported using a bicycle at least once a day.
The percentages with regard to race were virtually equal between African American and
Caucasian users with slightly less usage for Native Americans and Pacific Islanders. Given these
percentages, the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission should expect roughly 73,000
people within the Region using a bicycle at least once a month during the summer months.
On average, those respondents of the 2012 NHTSA study who reported bicycling activity
in the past year rode their bike for a median of 45 minutes. 42 percent rode their bikes between 0
and 30 minutes during the summer months. Recreation and exercise were the most commonly
cited (61%) purpose for the respondents’ first bicycle trip of the day with nearly 75 percent of
people making only one trip per day. A trip was defined as going from a starting point to a
destination for a specific purpose without any stops along the way. 86 percent of the trips
reported in the survey originated at home, followed by a park, field or path with 5 percent.
Examining where these trips terminated, the most common end point was home (57%), followed
by a park, field, or path (8%), and friends or relatives home (7%), work (7%), or stores (7%).
These patterns suggest people are choosing to ride a bicycle and do not do so solely out of
necessity. When asked what changes would the respondents like to see their local government
make in their community for bicyclists, 30 percent desired more bike lanes. 59 percent of the
recommendations were to provide more or improve existing bicycling facilities.
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Process
The Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan was prepared by
the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission and its professional planning staff. This
staff was assisted by a Regional Bike/Ped Planning Advisory Committee. This advisory group
included stakeholders from the local governments, chambers of commerce, recreation agencies,
tourism boards, and bicycling interests within the Region. Each county was represented by at
least one appointed member. The general public was invited to participate and complete an
online survey through a news release distributed to each local newspaper. Questions or
comments were received by email and telephone throughout the entire planning process. Another
meeting will be held to review and receive input on the draft plan. The draft plan will also be
published on the regional commission website and sent to local and statewide bicycling interests
to facilitate further critique and input before finalization. The HOGARC Regional
Bike/Pedestrian Planning Advisory Committee will also be a key component of consultation
before finalization.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS AND NEEDS
ASSESSMENT
As noted in the Introduction, the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region is a large, rural
region of central and southeast Georgia with impressive history and great natural and scenic
beauty. The Region encompasses approximately 6,900 square miles of total land and water area,
almost twelve (12) percent of Georgia’s total. It consists of seventeen (17) counties and sixtytwo (62) municipal governments, both over ten (10) percent of Georgia’s total. Table 1 shows
the population, land area, and population density of the Region by county and in comparison to
Georgia. The Region has very low population density, relatively low traffic volumes, a warm
climate, and generally flat to gently rolling topography – all conducive to biking and pedestrian
activities. This section examines the existing conditions and needs of the Region for bicycling
and pedestrian activities.
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TABLE 1
POPULATION, LAND AREA, AND POPULATION DENSITY, 2010

County
Appling
Bleckley
Candler
Dodge
Emanuel
Evans
Jeff Davis
Johnson
Laurens
Montgomery
Tattnall
Telfair
Toombs
Treutlen
Wayne
Wheeler
Wilcox
Region
Georgia

Population
18,236
13,063
10,998
21,796
22,598
11,000
15,068
9,980
48,434
9,123
25,520
16,500
27,223
6,885
30,099
7,421
9,255
303,199
9,687,653

Total Land Area
(Square Miles)
512.1
219.1
248.8
503.2
690.3
186.9
335.4
306.5
818.5
247.3
488.2
444.1
368.6
202.2
648.8
300.1
383.3
6,903.4
59,424.8

Population Density
Per Square Mile
34.3
53.7
38.8
38.3
31.8
56.8
38.0
28.1
55.2
33.7
46.1
26.7
71.1
34.2
41.2
20.8
22.6
39.8
141.4

Source: The University of Georgia Cooperative Extension Service, The Georgia County
Guide, 2003.
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Bicycling Usage

Bicycling usage in the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region is difficult to quantify. One
measure is U.S. Census journey to work data, but this actually only measures the usage of
bicycles as a primary means of transportation. The 2002 and 2012 National Pedestrian and
Bicyclist Survey noted that most bicycle trips were for recreation or exercise. Commuting to
school/work represented about 7 percent of bicycle trips.

Table 2 details the 2010 Census data for means of transportation to work within the
Region by County and in comparison to Georgia. This data shows that persons bicycled to work
within the region at 0.1 percent, slightly less than the Georgia rate of 0.2 percent. Commuting to
work percentages vary throughout the region with ranging from 0 to 0.7. There was a total of less
than 150 persons bicycling to work regionwide, and 10 of 17 counties had no one bicycling to
work. The 2012 National Pedestrian and Bicyclist Survey suggests an increase in bike and
pedestrian facilities would lead to an increase in people commuting to work with a bicycle.
During the summer months, 51 percent of survey respondents reported they rode a bicycle at
least once a week.
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TABLE 2
MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION TO WORK, 2010- 2014
County

Workers,
16 and
Over

Car, Truck, or Van

No.
Appling
Bleckley
Candler
Dodge
Emanuel
Evans
Jeff Davis
Johnson
Laurens
Montgomery
Tattnall
Telfair
Toombs
Treutlen
Wayne
Wheeler
Wilcox
Region
Georgia

7,341
6,909
4,064
3,722
4189
3883
7808
7230
7870
7217
3821
3248
5613
5186
3803
3293
16814
16175
3229
2993
7396
6693
4265
4035
10590
9806
2449
2376
10640
10012
1361
1228
2410
2244
92258
85620
4,253,203 3,823,629

Public
Transportation

Walked

Bicycle

Other

Worked at Home

Percent

No.

Percent

No.

Percent

No.

Percent

No.

Percent

No.

Percent

94.1
91.6
92.7
92.6
91.7
85
92.4
86.6
96.2
92.7
90.5
94.6
92.6
97
94.1
90.2
93.1
92.8
89.9

22
16
0
55
94
0
6
8
34
10
15
0
53
10
11
0
0
294
89,317

0.3
0.4
0.0
0.7
1.2
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.3
2.1

0
154
25
125
118
65
101
80
202
65
155
81
138
0
192
12
77
1435
68,051

0.0
3.8
0.6
1.6
1.5
1.7
1.8
2.1
1.2
2
2.1
1.9
1.3
0
1.8
0.9
3.2
1.6
1.6

146
16
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
34
74
0
11
0
0
135
8,506

2.2
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.8
0.7
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2

80
85
105
320
331
267
174
335
118
97
355
34
297
29
223
1
36
2722
59,545

1.1
2.1
2.5
4.1
4.2
7.0
3.1
8.8
0.7
3.0
4.8
0.8
2.8
1.2
2.1
0.1
1.5
3.0
1.4

184
109
168
78
118
241
140
76
303
65
170
81
275
34
192
120
53
2113
204,154

2.5
2.7
0.4
1.0
1.5
6.3
2.5
2.0
1.8
2.0
2.3
1.9
2.6
1.4
1.8
8.8
2.2
2.3
4.8

Source: U.S. Census Bureau of the Census, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Further, supporting evidence of commuting feasibility within the Region and Georgia
from Table 3 shows almost one in five workers not working at home within the Region had
travel times to work of less than 10 minutes in 2014. This is nearly double the percentage of the
rest of Georgia (10.6). This was true of every Region county, with the exception of Johnson,
Telfair and Treutlen. This seems to indicate that many of the Region’s workers live within biking
distance of their jobs, and would indicate further potential bicycle usage in the Region. Regional
survey results conducted by the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission and the 2010
National Survey find that “providing bicycle facilities” was the greatest need reported by
respondents. Further confirmation of this potential can be seen in the statistic reported on the
bicyclinginfo.org website that about 40 percent of all transportation trips taken by Americans are
less than 2 miles in length which represents only a 10 minute bike ride (data from 1995 National
Personal Transportation Survey). According to the 2012 National Survey of Pedestrian and
Bicyclist Attitudes and Behaviors, the average length of a bicycling trip taken on a typical day
during the summer was 65.2 minutes; 42 percent of trips taken were less than 30 minutes.
However, the Census data does not provide the actual mileage to work, and further research
would be needed to define this apparent potential.
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TABLE 3
TRAVEL TIME TO WORK, 2010‐2014
County

Workers Not
Working at
Home

Appling
7,160
Bleckley
3,953
Candler
4,022
Dodge
7,733
Emanuel
7,755
Evans
3,580
Jeff Davis
5,470
Johnson
3,726
Laurens
16,513
Montgomery
3,164
Tattnall
7,227
Telfair
4,184
Toombs
10,312
Treutlen
2,415
Wayne
10,451
Wheeler
1,241
Wilcox
2,358
Region
101,264
Georgia
4,049,788

Less than 10 Minutes

No.
1,160
783
1,046
1,013
1,326
1,020
1,275
402
2,609
462
1,532
452
1,598
213
1,818
385
396
17,490
429,278

Percent
16.2%
19.8%
26.0%
13.1%
17.1%
28.5%
23.3%
10.8%
15.8%
14.6%
21.2%
10.8%
15.5%
8.8%
17.4%
31.0%
16.8%
17.3%
10.6%

10‐14 Minutes

No.
1,575
660
559
1,438
1,218
648
875
615
3,187
563
1,048
1,180
2,186
476
2,163
365
255
19,011
534,572

15 Minutes or More

Percent
No.
22.0%
4,425
16.7%
2,510
13.9%
2,417
18.6%
5,282
15.7%
5,211
18.1%
1,912
16.0%
3,320
16.5%
2,709
19.3%
10,717
17.8%
2,139
14.5%
4,647
28.2%
2,552
21.2%
6,527
19.7%
1,727
20.7%
6,469
29.4%
491
10.8%
1,707
18.8%
64,763
13.2%
3,085,938

Percent
61.8%
63.5%
60.1%
68.3%
67.2%
53.4%
60.7%
72.7%
64.9%
67.6%
64.3%
61.0%
63.3%
71.5%
61.9%
39.6%
72.4%
64.0%
76.2%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau of the Census, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Mean
Travel
Time
(Minutes)
No.
21.2
25.3
24.2
23.1
25.7
20.6
20.8
26.9
23.8
20.9
25.6
20.8
20.4
26.3
22.9
22.1
27.5
23.4
27.2

EXISTING BICYCLE FACILITIES
A 1994 report by the Federal Highway Administration used the following general
categories of bicycle user types (A, B and C) to assist highway designers in determining the
impact of different facility types and roadway conditions on bicyclists:

Type A – Advanced Bicyclists: Experienced riders are generally using their bicycles as
they would a motor vehicle. They are riding for convenience and speed and want direct access to
destinations with a minimum of detour or delay. They are typically comfortable riding with
motor vehicle traffic; however, they need sufficient operating space on the traveled way or
shoulder to eliminate the need for either themselves or a passing motor vehicle to shift position.

Type B – Basic Bicyclists: Less confident adult riders may also be using their bicycles
for transportation purposes, e.g., to get to the store or to visit friends, but prefer to avoid roads
with fast and busy motor vehicle traffic unless there is ample roadway width to allow easy
overtaking by faster motor vehicles. Typical rates of speed for adult Type B riders range from 8
to 15 mph. Basic riders are comfortable riding on neighborhood streets and shared use paths and
prefer designated facilities such as bike lanes or wide shoulder lanes on busier streets. This group
accounts for more than 95 percent of adult riders.

Type C – Child Bicyclists: Riding on their own or with their parents, may not travel as
fast as their adult counterparts but still require access to key destinations in their community,
such as schools, convenience stores and recreational facilities. Residential streets with low motor
vehicle speeds, linked with shared use paths and busier streets with well-defined pavement
markings between bicycles and motor vehicles, can accommodate children without encouraging
them to ride in the travel lane of major arterials.

When planning for bicycle facilities, planners and engineers should be aware of the
various types of facilities and the type of cyclist most likely to use them. One example provided
by American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) in the 1999
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Guide for Development of Bicycle Facilities would be a four-lane divided highway with 12 foot
travel lanes, no shoulder and a 55 mph speed limit will attract only the most confident of riders.
The same road with a 5 foot shoulder or bike lane might provide sufficient “comfortable
operating space” for many more adult riders, but would still not be comfortable for children or
less confident adults. This latter group might only be accommodated through an alternative route
using neighborhood streets linked by short sections of shared use path.

The following descriptions of Facility types are based on the AASHTO 1999 Guide for
the Development of Bicycle Facilities.

Shared Roadway (No Bikeway Designation) - Most bicycle travel in the United States
now occurs on streets and highways without bikeway designations. This probably will be true in
the future as well. In some instances, a community’s existing street system may be fully adequate
for efficient bicycle travel, and signing and striping for bicycle use may be unnecessary. In other
cases, some streets and highways may be unsuitable for bicycle travel at present, and it would be
inappropriate to encourage bicycle travel by designating the routes as bikeways. Finally, some
routes may not be considered high bicycle demand corridors, and it would be inappropriate to
designate them as bikeways regardless of roadway conditions (e.g., minor residential streets).
Some rural highways are used by touring bicyclists for intercity and recreational travel. In most
cases, such routes should only be designated as bikeways where there is a need for enhanced
continuity with other bicycle routes. However, the development and maintenance of 4 foot paved
shoulders with a 4-inch edge stripe can significantly improve the safety and convenience of
bicyclists and motorists along such routes.

Signed Shared Roadway - Signed shared roadways are designated by bike route signs,
and serve either to:
a. Provide continuity to other bicycle facilities (usually Bike Lanes); or
b. Designate preferred routes through high-demand corridors.

As with bike lanes, signing of shared roadways should indicate to bicyclists that
particular advantages exist to using these routes compared with alternative routes. This means
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that responsible agencies have taken actions to assure that these routes are suitable as shared
routes and will be maintained in a manner consistent with the needs of bicyclists. Signing also
serves to advise vehicle drivers that bicycles are present.

Bike Lane - Bike lanes are established with appropriate pavement markings and signing
along streets in corridors where there is significant bicycle demand and where there are distinct
needs that can be served by them. The purpose should be to improve conditions for bicyclists on
the streets. Bike lanes are intended to delineate the right of way assigned to bicyclists and
motorists and to provide for more predictable movements by each. Bike lanes also help to
increase the total capacities of highways carrying mixed bicycle and motor vehicle traffic.

Another important reason for constructing bike lanes is to better accommodate bicyclists
where insufficient space exists for comfortable bicycling on existing streets. This may be
accomplished by reducing the width of vehicular lanes or prohibiting parking in order to
delineate bike lanes. Bike lanes are especially appropriate for areas that experience average daily
traffic of more than 10,000 vehicles and where vehicles travel at more than 30 mph.

Shared Use Path - Generally, shared use paths should be used to serve corridors not
served by streets and highways or where wide utility or former railroad right-of-way exists,
permitting such facilities to be constructed away from the influence of parallel streets. Shared
use paths should offer opportunities not provided by the road system. They can provide a
recreational opportunity or, in some instances, can serve as direct commute routes if cross flow
by motor vehicles and pedestrians is minimized. The most common applications are along rivers,
ocean fronts, canals, utility rights-of-way, former or active railroad rights-of-way, within college
campuses, or within and between parks.

Other facilities to be aware of when planners and engineers are designing streets are:

Rumble Strips - A textured or grooved pavement sometimes used on or along shoulders
of highways to alert motorists who stray onto the shoulder.
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Shoulder - The portion of the roadway contiguous with the traveled way for
accommodation of stopped vehicles, for emergency use and for lateral support of sub-base, base
and surface courses. Along rural highways, shoulders serve the dual purpose of providing a safe
area for bicyclists while lessening the chance that motorists have to enter the opposite lane to
avoid bicyclists. A shoulder width of at least 4 feet is recommended for highways where speeds
generally exceed 35 mph. Wider shoulders are recommended for highways that experience
greater speeds or have a high percentage of trucks or large vehicles. Shoulders are not usually
marked for use by bicyclists.

Greenway Trails – Greenway trails are multi-use paths within a natural corridor
protected for non-motorized transportation, recreation and conservation purposes. Greenways
will often provide connections between parks and historic/cultural sites. Opportunities for
greenways include utility easements, existing and abandoned railroad rights-of-way, and
environmentally sensitive areas such as wetlands, flood plains and wildlife habitats.

There are few existing bicycle facilities known within the Region. These include one
state bike route, one designated route by a national bike association, limited bike lanes, some
paved shoulders, and a local bike route which is a shared roadway facility.

State Bike Route - Georgia State Bike Route 40 was designated in the 1997 Georgia
Department of Transportation Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan as one of 14 numbered routes totaling
2,943 miles. State Bike Route 40 is called the Trans-Georgia Route and traverses the state in an
east-west direction between Savannah and Columbus. It is the only one of the 14 designated state
bike routes located within the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region. In western Laurens County at
its border with Wilkinson County, State Bike Route 40 begins on U.S. Highway 80 and
continues to the City of Dublin. In Dublin, State Bike Route 40 transitions to State Highway
Route 29 and follows it to the City of Soperton. In Soperton, State Bike Route 40 changes to
follow State Highway Route 46 and continues on this route to the City of Metter, and on through
to the Candler County/Bulloch County line. State Bike Route 40 is within the Region for a
distance of about 85 miles. This includes mileage through Laurens (34.9 miles), Treutlen (19.7),
Emanuel (12.5), and Candler (17.8) counties. The previous 2005 regional bicycle plan mentioned
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dissatisfaction with the U.S. 80 portion of the route in Laurens County, and since that time no
roadway improvements with regard to bicycling have occurred. Although the Georgia State Bike
Route 40 is located on state highways, it does not necessarily have paved shoulders or other
facilities, and may lack signage on many sections.

Bike Lanes - Identified bike lanes in the Region are a striped roadway section of U.S.
84/U.S. 301 in the City of Jesup from Pine Street (U.S. 341) north to the Altamaha River, a
distance of about four miles, and some short interconnected lanes in Metter. The City of Metter,
unofficially designated by BRAG as the “Bicycle Capital of Georgia,” does have limited
interconnected bike lanes designated in the northern part of the City. These are striped portions
of shared roadway and are signed. These include along Lee Street from Georgia Highway Route
23 on the west across Georgia Highway 121 to MLK, Jr. Drive on the east (5 blocks), and along
Georgia Highway Route 121 North from Lee Street to Elthridge Street (about 4 blocks). There is
also a striped roadway bike lane along E. Lillian Street (one block north of Lee Street) from
Trapnell Street east to Haymans Street near the Metter Elementary School (about 4 long blocks).
No additional bike lanes in the Heart of Georgia Altamaha region were identified.

Paved Shoulders – U.S. 341 (the Golden Isles Parkway) is four laned with a grass
median in its entirety throughout the Region (Wayne County/Glynn County Line to Dodge
County/Pulaski County Line). A paved shoulder has been included both ways. Portions of this
paved shoulder has older designed rumble strips which encompass much of the shoulder, making
it difficult to travel and potentially less safe for bicycle traffic. U.S. 1 now has paved shoulders in
both directions except one segment of the roadway. The segment lacking the paved shoulders is
north of the U.S. 1 Altamaha Bridge (Joseph Simmons Alexander Sr. Bridge) to the Lyons city
limits, a distance of 20 miles. This segment of roadway is scheduled to be upgraded from a two
lane road to a four land divided highway by 2022. Once complete, U.S. 1 will have
approximately 90 miles of paved shoulders both ways. Additional paved shoulder bike lanes
within the Region are located from the Eastman City Limits along State Highway Route 46 to the
Eastman/Dodge County Airport and Middle Georgia State University Aviation Campus (again
both ways), a distance of about three (3) miles. Given the rural area of the Region, its many
scenic and environmentally important areas, and the local desire of the Region to capitalize on
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nature-based tourism, paved shoulders are likely the best and most easily achieved choice for the
majority of future Regional bike facilities.

Local Bike Route/Shared Roadway

The only designated local bike trail in the Region is the Yamassee Trail in Montgomery
County. This 27-mile route is a shared roadway route through historic Montgomery County. The
Montgomery County Chamber of Commerce promotes the trail with a rack card and is supported
by private tour guides of the trail.

Three bike routes were published by John Trussell in the 2008 book, Road Biking
Georgia, A Guide to the Greatest Bicycle Rides in Georgia. These routes are located in McRaeHelena, Dublin, and Cochran. The Little Ocmulgee State Park Ramble, begins near McRaeHelena at the Little Ocmulgee State Park and travels a loop of 28.9 miles. The route travels two
U.S. highways (441, 341) and a local road. It is described as an easy ride through the rural
countryside of south central Georgia. The route is fairly flat with gently rolling hills at various
segments. Park visitors have easy access to facilities with lodging and a restaurant available in
the state park.

The Dublin Irish Classic is described as a challenging tour of central Georgia beginning
in the City of Dublin and touring through rural Laurens, Dodge, and Bleckley counties. Two
distance options of 55-miles and 100.3 miles are available through the relatively flat countryside;
however, riders will encounter a few moderately long, shallow climbs. The ride was developed
by local biking enthusiasts and the Dublin Rotary Club and has been used as an event in the City
of Dublin’s annual month long St. Patrick’s Day celebration.

The Cochran-Bleckley County Classic is a loop route of 64.3 miles with mostly flat
terrain and some moderate hills. Cochran is home to Middle Georgia State University and boasts
a small town feel with tremendous natural and cultural touring opportunities. Cyclists experience
pastoral scenery as the route begins in the City of Cochran and loops through historic areas of
Bleckley County.
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The Adventure Cycling Association, which is promoting bicycling as an alternative
tourism method, has developed self-guided tours, including maps, across the United States. One
of these current tours, the Atlantic Coast Route, does traverse a portion of the Region. This
Atlantic Coast Route utilizes shared roadways. The route, traversing the East Coast of the U.S.
from Bar Harbor, Maine to Key West, Florida for a total of 2,623 miles, crosses through Tattnall
and Wayne counties within the Region. The Atlantic Coast Route is the only route of the
Adventure Cycling Association currently going through Georgia.

Multi-Use Trails - There are limited multi-use trails within the Region, mostly
associated with the three state parks, Gordonia-Alatamaha (Reidsville), Little Ocmulgee
(McRae-Helena), and George L. Smith (Twin City). The County owned Towns Bluff Park in Jeff
Davis County also has a multi-use trail which takes visitors on the bluffs of the Altamaha River.
While all of these parks have trails, most are more suited for pedestrian use. There are no current
Rail Trails in the Region, but local interest remains in one from Cochran to Hawkinsville, the
Ogeechee Trail, although current plans are focusing on using the Ogeechee Railbed within the
City of Cochran; and minor interest in one from Hazlehurst to the Uvalda. There is considerable
private landowner objection to such a trail in/near Vidalia. Such rail trail opposition has also
been expressed elsewhere in the Region and shows a continued need for education and outreach
about the benefits of trails. The City of Jesup has made progress on the development a 2.5 mile
greenway along the McMillan Creek corridor, including multi-use trails appropriate for
bicycling.

Existing Bicycle Events

In 2005, the Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan recognized eight annual local
bicycling events. Many of the events are scheduled around community festivals or celebrations.
The Region has experienced a decline in the number of events occurring on an annual basis.
Currently, six events are known to occur within the HOGA Region, including one new event.

Cruisin’ in the Country Century – The Cruisin’ in the Country event is held each year
with the coordination of the Claxton-Evans Chamber of Commerce. The 2016 event will
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celebrate its 21st year of existence and has reported numbers exceeding 1,100 riders. The ride is
supported with designated support vehicles and rest stops. Riders tour through Evans, Tattnall,
Candler, and Bulloch counties. Multiple ride lengths are available ranging from 18 to 100 miles.
The event continues to be held on the second Saturday in November.

Biking Bleckley – This annual event began in 2004 and has quickly become a popular
event in central Georgia. Coined the “Bicycle Crossroads of Georgia,” riders can choose between
four varying routes measuring 15, 30, 50 and 62.5 miles (metric century). The event is held in
March and is sponsored by the Cochran-Bleckley Chamber of Commerce.

Juneteenth Century Ride – This annual event is a relatively new event beginning in
2012. The Juneteenth Festival is held around June 19th each year and is sponsored by the
Juneteenth Festival Committee. The event offers riders a 100 mile tour of rural Laurens County.

Another Bloomin’ Bike Ride - This event in Metter, Georgia was established in
conjunction with the Another Bloomin’ Festival held in downtown Metter on Easter Saturday.
Metter has been given the unofficial title of “Bicycle Capital of Georgia” by the Bicycle Ride
Across Georgia. The bike ride is sponsored by the Metter/Candler Chamber of Commerce and
the local Kiwanis Club. It offers rides of 25 and 50 miles.

Southern Pride Agricultural Ride (SPAR) – The SPAR event began in 2004 and
continues to be sponsored by the Wayne County Board of Tourism, Wayne County Young
Farmers, Wayne County 4-H, and Wayne County High School FFA. Originally the event was
held only on a Saturday, however, it was expanded to a two day event to include the former Ride
for the River Century event and increase participation. The two day event is held annually in
March with rides of 23, 48, 62.5 and 100 miles. Routes begin in the City of Screven and take the
cyclists through portions of Wayne, Appling, and Pierce counties.

Bicycle Ride Across Georgia - This largest bicycle event in Georgia involves thousands
of riders on an annual summer tour and other events in and across Georgia. The event began in
1980 and traveled through the Region in each of its first two years of existence, and many times
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since. The City of Metter has been unofficially designated by the organization as the “Bicycle
Capital of Georgia” because of its accommodating and outgoing support of the ride when it
passes through the town, as it did in the initial 1980 ride. In 2016 the event once again passed
through the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region with scheduled stops in Dublin and Swainsboro
(See website: www.brag.org).

Existing Bicycle Clubs – Several bicycle clubs were previously listed in the 2005
Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. While several clubs remain listed online at the Georgia
Bicycle Federation’s website (www.bicyclegeorgia.com), it is believed that few, if any, are
currently active.

Existing Plans

The cities of Dublin and Metter have recently developed bicycle and pedestrian plans for
their respective cities. Other municipalities have expressed interest through comprehensive
planning mostly for building sidewalks and expanding parks. The Dublin Riverwalk master plan
calls for phased construction of biking and walking infrastructure along the Oconee River and
routing users to downtown Dublin. This plan was produced with the help of a design firm and is
complete with artist renderings of the planned riverwalk. The City of Metter utilized the
University of Georgia Archway Professional and design services to deliver a plan for a complete
network of pedestrian-scale infrastructure across the city of Metter. The project blends
recreation, public health, and tourism to celebrate the community. The inventory and proposed
improvements within the plan provide the City with obtainable goals and objectives.

Regionally, the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region produced a Regional Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan in 2005. The previous plan noted the inventory of bike and pedestrian
infrastructure throughout the Region and created a regional implementation strategy. Progress
with this strategy has been limited due to various factors. Perhaps the single most important
factor affecting bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvement in the Heart of Georgia
Altamaha Region was the swift and sustained downturn of the economy in 2008. The recession
caused many local governments to reduce budgets for capital projects. The Georgia Department
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of Transportation, however, was able to continue with capital projects throughout the Region.
These state/federal projects are the majority of projects completed from the 2005 Regional
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. Unique to three regions in Georgia, the Transportation
Improvement Act of 2010 was approved in the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region. These
additional funds are expected to bring over 325 million transportation dollars to the Region. With
these funds, the Georgia Department of Transportation and local governments are able to
complete a backlog of projects on schedule or sooner. Local sidewalk improvement projects have
been completed is several counties with this funding source.

Existing Pedestrian Facilities

Sidewalks are the most common form of transportation facility for pedestrians. The
majority of municipalities within the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region trace their early
development to railroad construction and development. The common development pattern of the
era was a commercial area adjacent to the railroad in the center of town with residential
development radiating along travel corridors. The commercial/government center areas almost
always had sidewalks adjacent to the stores and office buildings, and additional ones connecting
to the nearby residential areas. This style of development is almost certainly the vision most
Americans share of a true downtown commerce district. Subdivision development after World
War II was often on the outskirts of the town core, relied on the increasingly affordable
automobile, and usually lacked sidewalks.

As a result of this pattern of development in the Region, almost all of the Region’s
municipalities have some sidewalks in their downtown core, unless disturbed by later street
widenings or other redevelopment. Larger communities (those with a population of 1,000 or
more) often have more sidewalk coverage with connections to neighborhoods, schools, parks, or
other important destinations. Generally, the larger the population, the more sidewalks a
community has. There are generally no sidewalks outside of municipalities within the Region
because of its rural nature and low densities. An inventory of sidewalks in the Region was
conducted by the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission which utilized Global
Positioning Satellite (GPS) information under contract with the Georgia Department of
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Transportation. Data utilized in the 2005 Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan reported
approximately 315 miles of Region sidewalks. Only seven (7) smaller municipalities out of 62 in
the Region do not have any reported sidewalks. Currently the data set utilized in the 2005 plan is
the best information available except for piecemeal updates in the past ten years; no
comprehensive sidewalk inventory has been conducted since the 2005 data set. Going into the
future, an inventory and mapped database would help policymakers coordinate with adjacent
governments on any sidewalk expansion plans.
Many sidewalks throughout the Region date to the early to mid-20th century and are in
need of repair. The design of these sidewalks are generally narrower when compared to today’s
standards and lacking curb cuts or other ADA compliance. Lighting of these facilities is also
often limited. Crosswalks within the Region are often unmarked, and only a very small
percentage in the Region’s largest cities have any signalization off of state maintained roads.
Only in the downtowns utilizing streetscape improvement funds in recent years can pedestrian
islands, rectangular rapid flashing beacon crossings or other traffic calming measures be found.
Several cities have expressed an interest in roundabouts and moved forward with the design
phase to place them at intersections. There are few, or very limited if they do exist, sidewalk
buffers between the curb and sidewalk within the Region.

Larger cities in the Region should consider the creation of a development review process
for new subdivisions and commercial projects if their community does not currently utilize plan
reviews. Communities across Georgia require principals of large developments to submit various
planning documents which often require impact statements in regard to traffic counts and
pedestrian facilities. Successful pedestrian infrastructure improvements may be realized in the
Region in the planning stages of large developments with the prompting by local governments
for sidewalk inclusion into new plans.

There are a number of trails and more walking paths within the Region. As noted earlier,
all three state parks within the Region have multi-use paths, primarily used by hikers/walkers.
The public fishing areas (Dodge County, Evans County, Hugh M. Gillis (Laurens County), and
Bleckley County offer walking opportunities. The Dodge County Public Fishing Area has a
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formal nature trail as a facility. Towns Bluff Park, owned and operated by Jeff Davis County, has
recently constructed a multi-use trail throughout the park and along the Altamaha River. The
City of Vidalia has also recently constructed a walking trail at the Vidalia Regional Sports
Complex. The projects in Jeff Davis County and City of Vidalia were funded partially through
Georgia’s Recreational Trails Program. Most of the larger community parks within each county
have walking/multi-use paths or trails. A large number of even the Region’s smaller
municipalities have, at least, a short walking path. Trails are desirable infrastructure in the region
as evidenced by the Regional Commission with the amount of requests for trails grant
application services.

Although pedestrian improvements have been an important component of downtown and
other streetscape improvement projects, few formal local plans for sidewalk or pedestrian
facilities exist within the Region. The City of Dublin and City of Metter plans mentioned
previously include pedestrian friendly designs. The Dublin Riverwalk master plan calls for
phased construction of biking and walking infrastructure along the Oconee River and routing
users to downtown Dublin. This plan was produced with the help of a design firm and is
complete with artist renderings of the planned riverwalk. When complete, the City of Dublin will
have pedestrian infrastructure in place connecting a riverside park to the vibrant downtown
corridor. The City of Metter utilized the University of Georgia Archway Professional and design
services to deliver a plan for a complete network of pedestrian-scale infrastructure across the city
of Metter. The project blends recreation, public health, and tourism to celebrate the community.
The inventory and proposed improvements within the plan provide the City with obtainable
pedestrian goals and objectives.

Safety and Education

Complete Streets – The highway transportation network throughout Georgia and across
the United States effectively serves the needs of motorists. However, the network often falls
short of providing safe access for all users. This is particularly true for pedestrian and bicycle
users. Nationally, there has been a movement known as “complete the streets” which aims to
make the road network across the United States and Canada inclusive of other users than vehicle
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operators. The “Complete Streets” advocates focus on all aspects of the roadway including
planning, designing and constructing streets so that the communities are able to provide access to
jobs, healthcare, shops, and schools while also providing greater economic, environmental, and
public health benefits. The Georgia Department of Transportation has established a policy for
complete streets and seeks to “routinely incorporate bicycle, pedestrian, and transit (user and
transit vehicle) accommodations into transportation infrastructure projects as means for
improving mobility, access, and safety for the traveling public.”

Programs – Several programs sponsored by the Georgia Department of Transportation
(GDOT) are active in the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region. Several school systems in the
Region participate in the “Safe Routes to School” program. In addition to support staff from the
Georgia Safe Routes to School program, the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission
(HOGARC) receives an annual GDOT contract which includes “Safe Routes to School” activity
support which may include walk audits, safety focused travel plans and other support as
necessary. Services from the HOGARC are available upon request by local governing bodies,
including school boards. Also included in the HOGARC Georgia Department of Transportation
contract is the facilitation of “Complete Streets” oriented trainings offered to all local
governments. The use and support of “Complete Streets” policies serves to increase the
knowledge of government staff and other decision makers in regard to safe street design, bicycle
and pedestrian infrastructure improvements and bike/pedestrian law enforcement. “Teens in the
Driver Seat” is another program sponsored by GDOT focused on reducing the amount of fatal
vehicle crashes involving teen drivers. The program is designed to create a culture of traffic
safety for teen drivers, and has measured success throughout the state and nation. Teen drivers
who participate in this program should develop a greater sense of traffic safety on the road way
and will become less distracted while driving. Additionally, “Drive Alert Arive Alive” program
aims to educate drivers about how making simple changes in their driving behavior can prevent
crashes and save lives. The campaign is a partnership between Georgia DOT, the Governor's
Office of Highway Safety and the Department of Public Safety.

The Georgia Department of Transportation continues to fund the long standing program
“Share the Road,” and continues to distribute a safety guide titled “Georgia Bike Sense.” The
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“Share the Road” program provides “Share the Road” signs along highways (primarily state bike
routes) and also “Watch for Bikes” signs (primarily at bridges). “Georgia Bike Sense” is a
bicycle safety and rules-of-the-road user’s guide aimed at both bicyclists and motorists available
in print and through the GDOT website. The GDOT bicycle and pedestrian initiative website
(http://www.dot.ga.gov/DS/Travel/BikePed) has both information and links to resources.

The Georgia Bikes organization has developed a “Georgia Bicycle Law Enforcement
Pocket Guide” to educate law enforcement and bicyclists on traffic laws, and has additional
information and links on its website (www.georgiabikes.org). The organization also promotes a
Georgia “Share the Road” license plate. In addition the Georgia Bicycle Federation has
information on its website (www.bicyclegeorgia.com ). National resources include the Pedestrian
and Bicycle Information Center (www.pedbikeinfo.org), and the Federal Highway
Administration Pedestrian and Bicycle Research Safety websites
(http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/research/topics/index.cfm#safety).

Crashes – Nationally, the highest percentage of cyclists killed in traffic crashes in 2014 were
between the ages of 25 and 34. Georgia reported a total of 19 cyclists and 163 pedestrian deaths
in 2014. These numbers are roughly equal to the 20 cyclists and 153 pedestrian deaths reported
in 2004 and have remained fairly constant from the year 2004. Two contributing factors for
cyclist deaths in 2014 were the failure to yield right of way (21.1%) and the cyclist was not
visible due to dark clothing, low lighting etc. Visibility accounted for 26.3 percent of cyclist
deaths in Georgia. Improper crossing of roadway or intersection and failure to yield right of way
were the leading factors of pedestrian deaths in Georgia with 33.7 and 32.5 percent respectively
(http://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/Main/index.aspx).

According to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
(http://www.iihs.org/iihs/topics/t/pedestrians-and-bicyclists/fatalityfacts/bicycles), a total of 720

United States bicyclists were killed in crashes with motor vehicles in 2014, a 4 percent decrease
from 2013. Bicyclist deaths have decreased 28 percent since 1975. In 2014, 86 percent of
bicyclist deaths were those ages 20 and older. Deaths among bicyclists younger than 20 have
declined 88 percent since 1975, while deaths among bicyclists 20 and older have nearly tripled.
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In every year since 1975, many more male than female bicyclists were killed in crashes with
motor vehicles. The decline since 1975 among female bicyclists (55 percent) was larger than the
decline among male bicyclists (23 percent). Sixty percent of bicyclists killed in 2014 were not
wearing helmets. Among bicyclists ages 16 and older who were killed in 2014, 21 percent had
blood alcohol concentrations (BACs) at or above 0.08 percent (the legal maximum blood alcohol
level for driving under the influence in Georgia). In 2014, urban bicycle fatalities were greater
(68 percent) than in rural areas. The trend for urban bicycle crash fatalities has risen since 1975
when bicyclist deaths occurred about equally in rural and urban areas. Sixty-two percent of
bicyclist deaths in 2014 occurred on major roads other than interstates and freeways, and 31
percent occurred on minor roads. Deaths of bicyclists younger than 20 were more likely to occur
on minor roads compared with deaths of bicyclists ages 20 and older (50 percent vs. 28 percent).
Bicyclist deaths in 2014 were highest during the months of August, September, and October (11
percent each) and lowest during February (5 percent).

Opportunities/Strengths/Weaknesses
The existing conditions analysis has shown a Region with current bicycling at rates
comparable to the state, and one with apparently growing bicycle usage. Bicycling in the Region
is used effectively as events for tourism and economic development. The Region is a rural area
with an accommodating climate and topography for bicycling, and as statistics show, a relatively
safe one for bicycling and pedestrian activities. Many of its roads, including some state routes,
have average daily traffic counts of less than 2,000 vehicles, which makes them attractive and
generally safe and enjoyable, even for beginning adult bicyclists. The Region also several well
maintained trails in safe and inviting environments. Other strengths of the Region include its
scenic/pastoral setting, abundant natural resources, and many historic/cultural amenities. The
relatively inexpensive cost of accommodations and restaurants for travelers, including those who
bicycle, in the Region as compared to more traditional tourist destinations is also a strength. All
of these factors combine to enable the Region to have much great potential for growing bicycle
use and development. There is an opportunity to develop facilities and market the Region as a
destination and outlet for beginning and intermediate cyclists in particular. The previously
discussed Atlantic Coast Route of the Adventure Cycling Association presently utilizing portions
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of the Region already illustrates and confirms this potential. With a designated “Georgia Grown
Trail” and highway improvements ongoing, the region has great potential to capture the attention
of bicyclist and pedestrian tourist, a group of active minded people seeking safe and affordable
trips.

Regional bicycling weaknesses remain the lack of facilities and designated paths/routes;
the lack of signage; the lack of coordination, vision, marketing and promotion; the lack of
education and enforcement; and other safety issues. The lack of separate facilities leads to a
reliance on use of the paved lanes or shoulders of roads. Rumble strips are widely used on state
and federal highways and in some instances cause the shoulders to be unusable for bicycling
when utilizing all of the paved shoulder. The rock treatment utilized for surface treatment of
many paved county roads also makes them virtually unusable for bicycling. The promotion of
bicycling for tourism such as adventure cycling would require coordination, marketing materials,
and detailed route maps which currently do not exist.. The lack of bicycle repair shops within the
Region is also a handicap. The lack of education, although improving with state sponsored
programs, is an issue for both for drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians.

Unique Local Attractions/Resources

The Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region boasts of historic and natural resources, many
unrealized outside of the Region. The resources provided below could serve as attractions to
bicycle and pedestrian tourists as each county has at least one resource waiting to be utilized.

Appling – Moody Forest, Lake Mayers, Altamaha River, Bullard WMA, S.R. 121
(Woodpecker Trail), Appling Heritage Center

Bleckley – Cochran/Bleckley Bicycle/Pedestrian Master Plan, Middle Georgia College,
Bleckley County Public Fishing Area

Candler – Harrold Nature Preserve, South Metter Residential National Register Historic
District, S.R. 121 (Woodpecker Trail)
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Dodge – Dodge County Public Fishing Area, Jaybird Springs

Emanuel – George L. Smith State Park, Ohoopee River, East Georgia College, S.R. 121
(Woodpecker Trail)

Evans – Evans County Public Fishing Area

Jeff Davis – Bullard Creek WMA, Big House, Altamaha River, State’s Largest Dogwood
Tree, Dipping Vats, Fairgrounds

Johnson – Civil War sites, S.R. 57

Laurens – Hugh M. Gillis Public Fishing Area, Buckeye Park, Stubbs Park/Stonewall
Neighborhood National Register Historic District, Downtown Dublin National Register
Historic District, Oconee River

Montgomery – Yamassee Trail, Oconee River, Long Pond, Dead River Cemetery,
Brewton-Parker College

Tattnall – Altamaha River, Ohoopee River, S.R. 57 (Wiregrass Trail), Alexander Hotel,
Big Hammock Natural Area/WMA, Gordonia-Alatamaha State Park, S.R. 121
(Woodpecker Trail)

Telfair – Jacksonville, Ocmulgee River, S.R. 117, Little Ocmulgee State Park

Toombs – Altamaha River, S.R. 135, Vidalia Onion Museum, Altama Museum of Art
and History

Treutlen – S.R. 15/29
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Wayne – Altamaha River, Doctortown Bridge, State’s Largest Turkey Oak, Lake Grace

Wheeler – Oconee River, S.R. 149, Little Ocmulgee State Park, Woodland Plantation

Wilcox – Abbeville, Ocmulgee River
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RECOMMENDATIONS
This Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan seeks to capture the current state of bicycling
and pedestrian activities and infrastructure in the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region. The
planning committee suggested the overall needs of the Region in regard to bicycling and
pedestrian transportation.

State Bike Routes
This plan seeks to build on the progress made since the previous Regional Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan in 2005. That plan proposed four state route designations on the following
highways:
-

Central Route Parallel to U.S. 280

-

Southern Route Parallel to U.S. 341/U.S. 23

-

Northern Route Parallel to U.S. 80

-

North-South connections of Routes (U.S. 1, U.S. 441, U.S. 221/GA 15, GA 57/192, GA
26)

Currently none of these routes have received a state designation; however, some
infrastructure improvements have been made along these routes. The planning committee
examined the routes proposed in 2005 and have included modifications and additions to the
routes as necessary.
1. Regional Arterial Route U.S. 341 (GA 27)/U.S. 23
This route begins in Bleckley County on U.S. Highway 23 and merges onto U.S. 341
around Eastman, Georgia. From Eastman, the route travels south on paved shoulders to
the Wayne County/Glynn County line. This route distance is estimated to be 140 miles.
The U.S. 23 segment of the route north of the Eastman Bypass needs improvement as it
is a two lane highway without paved shoulders (12 miles). Upon any improvements to
this highway segment, it is recommended to include a 4 foot paved shoulder. Of the
segment of highway between McRae-Helena and Lumber City, approximately 16 miles
of paved shoulders have wide rumble strips which make it more difficult for bicyclists to
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travel. It is recommended to upgrade this design to current standards with narrower
rumble strips. The segment of highway south of Lumber City has adequately designed
rumble strips. Type A riders would likely be satisfied with this segment. U.S. 341 south
of Baxley has paved shoulders with slightly more asphalt for riders and is satisfactory.

2. Regional Arterial Route U.S. 1 (GA 4/GA15)
The route begins at the Emanuel County/Jefferson County line on U.S. Highway 1 and
continues south for approximately 95 miles to the Appling County/Bacon County line.
The majority of this highway has paved shoulders with permitting rumble strips. The
segment of highway needing improvement is between the City of Lyons and the
Altamaha River. Currently this portion of U.S. 1 is two lanes without a paved shoulder
in either direction. It should be noted this highway is scheduled to be upgraded bringing
it to par with the four lane segments of U.S. 1. This plan recommends a four to six foot
paved shoulder in each direction for bicycle use. U.S. 1 north of Lyons to the City of
Oak Park has recently been widened to a four lane highway. This portion of highway
was deemed the best for bicyclists in the Region.

3. Regional Arterial Route U.S. 280 (GA 30)
This route is an East-West route beginning on U.S. 280 at the Evans County/Bryan
County line and continues west for 118 miles through Pitts and ends at the Wilcox/Crisp
County line. Currently no paved shoulders or other infrastructure is present on this
highway. Cyclists must share the two lane roadway with vehicles at present. It should be
noted this highway is included in the Governor’s Road Improvement Program (GRIP)
and is identified as an important route for inland port traffic to/from Cordele. As
highway improvements progress, it is recommended to include 4 to 6 foot paved
shoulders among the improvements.

4. Regional Arterial Route U.S. 80 (GA 26)
This route is an East-West route beginning on U.S. 80 at the Emanuel County/Bulloch
County line and continues west for 50 miles through Emanuel and Laurens counties until
it merges with State Bike Route 40 in East Dublin. This route is a major connector to the
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George L. Smith State Park near Twin City. The roadway currently is two lane with
minimal to no paved shoulders or other bicycle facilities. It is recommended for the State
of Georgia to add 4 to 6 foot paved shoulders to U.S. 80 when the road is upgraded. The
priority section of this route is from U.S. 1 east to George L. Smith State Park.

5. Regional Arterial Route U.S. 441 (GA 31)
This route is a North-South route beginning on U.S. 441 at the Laurens
County/Wilkinson County line and continues south for 70 miles through Laurens,
Dodge, Wheeler, and Telfair counties. The route ends at the Telfair/Coffee County line.
Bicyclists would be able to continue their tour south to Douglas and merge onto State
Bike Route 20 or continue north and connect with State Bike Route 35 in Milledgeville.
This route’s infrastructure is acceptable to bicyclists beginning in Dublin and continuing
north to the county line. Portions of U.S. 441 south of Dublin remain two lane without
paved shoulders. It should be noted the highway corridors south of Dublin are included
in the Governor’s Road Improvement Program (GRIP) and are currently in the
design/study phase of improvement. As highway improvements progress, it is
recommended to include 4 to 6 foot paved shoulders in the improvements.

6. Regional Arterial Route U.S. 301 (GA 57), U.S. 25
This arterial route serves a means of travel beginning in Tattnall County and follows
U.S. 301/U.S. 25 north to Statesboro or south to Jesup. Riders would experience one of
the most historic highways east of the Mississippi River and be introduced to “Georgia
Grown” products. U.S. 301 was recently designated as a “Georgia Grown” trail which
showcases the area’s farms and many other attractions. Locations designated as a
“Georgia Grown Trail Stop” can be found at http://georgiagrowntrail301.com/ . The
bicycle facilities for this highway need improvement as there are no paved shoulders or
are narrow when present. Much of the highway is two lane throughout the Heart of
Georgia Altamaha Region. It is recommended to include 4 to 6 foot paved shoulders
with any highway upgrade projects in the future.
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Regional Scenic Connector Routes

The following routes are recommended as Regional Scenic Connector Routes based on
their proximity to historical locations, traffic counts, scenery, and distance to connect to the
regional arterial routes. Often riders will experience greater distance between cities and have less
traffic counts.

1. Georgia 117/114/Bells Ferry Rd./S. River Road/Georgia 147. East – West Route
2. Georgia 46 Eastman to Soperton. East – West Route
3. Georgia 130/152 Vidalia to Cobbtown. East – West Route
4. Georgia 121 Woodpecker Trail Appling/Pierce County Line north to U.S. 80
Intersection. North – South Route
5. Georgia 129 Claxton to Metter. North – South Route
6. Georgia 135/15 Wrightsville to Denton. North – South Route
7. Georgia 112/215 Wilcox County to Hawkinsville. North – South Route
8. Georgia 107 Jeff Davis County to Fitzgerald. East - West Route

Development of Regional Routes
The planning committee suggested the creation and promotion of a regional route
connecting the three state parks and other parks located in the Region: George L. Smith State
Park (Emanuel), Gordonia-Alatamaha State Park (Tattnall), Little Ocmulgee State Park
(Wheeler) and a county operated park in Jeff Davis County (Towns Bluff Park).

Interconnectivity
Interconnect Region bicycle/pedestrian routes with existing state routes adjacent to the
Region. Many bicycling events already occur in portions of other regions. Several adjacent
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regions have established networks of bicycle and pedestrian facilities, many not far outside of the
Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region.

Increase the amount of bicycle guide and Share the Road signs throughout the Region.
Other signage needed in general includes mile markers, distance to historic sites, etc.

Promotion
Develop the Region as a tourist destination for beginning/intermediate cyclists.

Coordinate with local governments to receive a “Bicycle Friendly Community”
designation.

Coordinate with local governments to adopt a “Complete Streets” policy.

Develop in coordination with local economic development entities (chamber of
commerce directors, tourism officials) a Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Bicycle and
Pedestrian website.

Develop guide maps for a designated regional route to be promoted throughout the
Region.

Coordinate with the BRAG organization and/or other cycling groups to organize a
regional bike ride on a designated regional route.

Develop local bicycle facilities and events.

Develop and maintain a regional bicycle and pedestrian events calendar online.
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Education and Safety
Continue to participate in the Safe Routes to School program by developing walk audit,
and safety focused travel plans, as needed, throughout the Region.

Seek to have Heart of Georgia Altamaha Regional Commission staff certified as “League
Cycling Instructors.”

Develop programs for bicycle riders of all ages and skill levels focusing on bicycle safety
and hazard identification skills on both shared roadways and separated trails.

Seek the distribution of materials on basic bicycle and pedestrian safety laws.

Continue to host “Complete Streets” trainings for local governments and stakeholders
each year.

Infrastructure Improvements
Prioritize areas in need of pedestrian access.

Add shoulders to rural roads where none presently exist.

Install bicycle storage racks and other ancillary facilities.

Use a bicycle friendly rumble strip design along state and federal routes in new or
resurfacing highway construction projects.
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Heart of Georgia Altamaha Region

Bike Routes and Lanes

Legend
Bike and Pedestrian Routes
Atlantic Route
Existing Bike Lane
Regional Scenic_Connector Bicycle
Regional Arterial
Bike Route 40
HOGA Counties

4

Date: 9/30/2016

Document Path: Y:\GIS\DATA\HOGARegion\GeoData\GDOTBikePed\BikePed.mx d: HOGARC-RegionLocalBik eRoutes
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PLANNING PROCESS AND SCHEDULE SUMMARY DETAILS
Email sent to local governments seeking HOGARC Regional Bike/Pedestrian Planning Advisory
Committee member recommendations – January 21st, 2016

Formation of the Regional Planning and Advisory Committee (PAC) by RC Staff – FebruaryMarch, 2016

Collect existing bike/pedestrian plans and data – April, 2016
First Meeting with Planning and Advisory Committee – June 1st, 2016

The first PAC meeting was held in Vidalia at the Vidalia Municipal Annex. The meeting
began at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday June 1st, 2016. Attendees represented local governments,
tourism, and local bike enthusiasts.

The purpose of the initial plan was to review the 2005 Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian
plan, other regional plans as they pertain to alternative modes of transportation, and existing or
proposed bike routes. The meeting lasted approximately one hour and forty-five minutes.
Meeting two was also scheduled for June 29th, 2016.
Second Meeting with Planning and Advisory Committee – June 29th, 2016

The second PAC meeting was held in Vidalia at the Vidalia Municipal Annex. The
meeting began at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday June 29th, 2016. Attendees represented local
governments, tourism, and local bike enthusiasts.

Attendees were presented a Regional Bicycle/Pedestrian Planning Survey and given time
to complete the questionnaire. Results were to be compiled and presented at the next meeting. A
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strengths and weaknesses analysis was performed to determine the strengths and needs of the
Region. RC staff presented information on the essential elements of bicycle and pedestrian
planning. Local maps and data collection forms were given to committee members and asked to
complete before the next meeting. The meeting lasted approximately one hour and thirty
minutes.

A press release directing the public to the online Regional Bicycle/Pedestrian Planning Survey
was sent to all local newspapers throughout the Region. – July 15th, 2016

Third Meeting with Planning and Advisory Committee – August 3, 2016

The third PAC meeting was held in Vidalia at the Vidalia Municipal Annex. The meeting
began at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday August 3rd, 2016. Attendees represented local governments,
tourism, and local bike enthusiasts.

Results from the Regional Bicycle/Pedestrian Planning Survey were discussed in a
PowerPoint presentation by planning staff. The proposed State/Regional Routes were presented
by RC GIS staff and discussed.
Deadline for Regional Bicycle/Pedestrian Planning Survey submission – August 15th, 2016
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